INDEPENDENT container LINE

World Class
Trans-Atlantic
Shipping
ICL is a World Class
Trans-Atlantic shipping line with
an integrated logistics network
offering the most reliable
delivery and customer-focused
solutions.

www.icl-ltd.com

Incomparable reliability
We operate the industry’s most reliable container shipping
delivery network linking the United States and Europe.

Dependable
shipment
delivery

Fixed
weekly
schedule

integrated
door-to-door
network

independent
asset-based
operator

A committed partner devoted to
superior service.

Fixed day sailing; each and every
week. The best schedule integrity
in the North Atlantic.

Multiple service offerings for
a comprehensive shipping
experience.

ICL owned vessels, container fleet,
offices, and terminal.

Personalised service
We promise every customer exceptional service and
unwavering attention to their individual needs.

Customer
first
commitment

trans-atlantic
industry
experts

proactive
exception
management

online
logistics
tools

It’s all about the customer and we
have made it our number one value.

Our knowledgeable and
professional team is dedicated
to fulfilling customer needs and
exceeding your expectations.

Proactive oversight of every
customer’s supply chain with
prompt notification when
exceptions occur.

Industry leading technology that
allows customers the visibility to
actively manage their supply chain.

customised logistics solutions
We offer specialised logistics solutions to meet our customers’ unique
multimodal supply chain challenges.

Multimodal services
from origin
to destination

specialised services
for challenging
shipments

dedicated LCL
network serving u.s.
and europe

managed
storage
services

Multimodal integrated solutions for
every shipment to facilitate fast and
reliable door delivery.

Innovative handling systems for
cargo where size or weight are
beyond normal containerised limits.

Unique carrier managed LCL
service with guaranteed weekly
sailings connected to an expedited
delivery network.

Warehouse and distribution
offerings to seamlessly integrate
into the customer’s supply chain.
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ICL USA

ICL Europe

ICL UK Agencies LTD

5620 Cox Road, Glen Allen, VA 23060
T +1 804 222 2220 / +1 800 525 4499
F +1 804 236 5150

Kipdorp 57, 2000 Antwerpen, Belgium
T +32 3 232 19 79
F +32 3 226 41 16

2nd Floor, 12 Princes Parade, Liverpool L3 1BG
United Kingdom
T +44 151 257 6740
F +44 151 257 6755

info@icl-ltd.com | www.icl-ltd.com

ICL group
Affiliates

independent
maritime terminal
Antwerp
Owned by the ICL Group, which affords us complete
control of the value-added services we offer.

coil-tainer
USA
A value-added subsidiary of ICL, offering
a revolutionary system to safely ship coils
worldwide.

independent
transport services
Antwerp
Wholly owned subsidiary of the ICL Group
with a fixed weekly barge service on the Rhine
River to service points in Germany and Holland,
complementing our environmental initiatives.

